
 

Calm Obsession  
(or how to make an effective weighted claw temple that is gentle on selvedges) 


by Regina Potts


I am obsessed with all things weaving.  Obsession is something I have always done well.  Even now as I 
write this “quick” guest post for Peggy Osterkamp’s Weaving Blog about using knitting machine “claw” type 
weight-hangers in place of plastic clip-on temples I obsess.  I find myself most urgently wanting to “sell” you on 
the joys of weaving and to defend my obsession to you.  But wait, if you are reading this you are likely already 
willingly onboard…so let’s take a ride.


Stark contrast, both figurative and literal, also has always called my name loudly.  I especially like the 
contrast of strength and grace.  Weaving is like that for me.  There is something very powerful about the 
creation of cloth made on simple handlooms that have little-changed throughout history.  I marvel at fancy 
patterns woven on as few as four shafts.  I love the gentle time in my head that weaving brings despite the 
strong rattle of that bobbin bouncing in a boat shuttle as the weft plays out, and the surprisingly loud “thunk” of 
the reed snugging weft at the fell.  Heck, I don’t even budge from that graceful mental place by the occasional 
jarring clatter of a dropped shuttle…a sound that sends the cats running for cover!  My sharp focus is never 
better than when I am lulled by the gentle rhythm of weaving.   


I like my weaving to be predictable.  It’s safe there.  I also like repetition and routine…weaving has that 
covered for sure.  Even when I am counting ends and heddles or threading and treadling complicated drafts that 
cause me to meticulously move a T-pin or sticky-note bit by bit, all is well in my world.  The many variables of 
weaving are still controllable, predictable, and reproducible with just a little attention to detail, patience, and the 
RIGHT tools.


Did I mention that I like to be in control?  The loom doesn’t mind, in fact it prefers strict boundaries.  It 
likes to be well dressed with an evenly wound warp.  Good weaving isn’t an accident, it is the result of taking 
charge.  Control by advancing the cloth beam frequently and in keeping the fell-line at the same relative “sweet 
spot” allows the loom to automatically maintain a uniform weft angle by way of simple trigonometry.  Assessment 
and control of uniform warp tension will reward you with even cloth density and improved selvedges.  I’m sure 
you won’t be surprised if I tell you that I like to beat the weft with a hearty “I’m the boss” whack.  But, that 
strong beat is tempered by early-on measurement of picks per inch and successive assaults that are carefully 
graded by “muscle memory”.  


You get the picture.  I’m not a free-form weaver for sure.  In fact, I still like to follow well-oiled drafts.  
I admit it, I like having pre-determined dominion over this small portion of my world.  Who among we “rule-
following” weavers DOESN’T love regular and neat selvedges?  Know what DOESN’T make me calm and happy?…  
those railroad-spike sized temple pins that frequently derange my neat selvedges.  No matter the grist of the 
thread nor the care with which I take in using them, newer traditional wooden temples are not predictable 
enough for me.  Oh sure, I’m thrilled with the consistency of the fabric width that they help provide, and with 
the decreased friction on selvedge threads from the reed, but the price is too high.  Even an infrequent “pulled” 
selvedge loop is unacceptable for this control-freak, heaven forbid an actual broken thread!  Not on my watch.
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So here’s my fix.  I saw “claw” style knitting machine weight-hangers for sale online and thought that 
those would work so well pulling selvedges outward!  They have finer gauge teeth than the best currently 
produced wooden temples, and they are very inexpensive.  Several types can be found through an internet 
search, but the long slim ones don’t interfere with the shuttle race during beating even on my jack-style loom.    


Now for the “pulling power”…hmmmm, lead fishing weights!  Not those 
tiny 2 and 3 ounce lead sinkers but whopping “bank sinkers” in assorted sizes.  
Nothing fancy here, and also reasonably priced and easy to find if you search a 
bit online.  


I am using 60 ounces at each side of the loom…120 ounces total 
weight (that’s 7 1/2 pounds) to keep my “overshot” project stretched to the 
“width in the reed” measurement.  The weights can be added or subtracted 
depending on the width and weight of your project.  
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Four screw eyes and poly cord found in any home improvement store complete the temple system.  I 
certainly don’t take credit for “inventing” this system…I have seen simple homemade weighted temples using 
paperclips and metal washers online, as well as those beautiful commercially available plastic clip temple systems 
for sale.   


The claw temple is very easy to set and reposition, strong enough to pull out the widest/most dense net, 
but graceful enough to be gentle to my 8/2 cotton selvedges even with the 7 1/2 pounds of pulling power!  I 
never have that “hold my breath moment” that I used to frequently have when setting a traditional wooden 
temple into place while listening to the threads pop and crackle.  The claw hangers do need to be placed at a 
slight angle (toward the breast beam) versus positioned perfectly parallel to the selvedge.  This is due to the 
angle of pull that the cord and weight exerts on the selvedge when pulled toward that first screw eye.         


The cost of my claw hanger temple system was less than $45.00, and did I mention that I am obsessed 
with being in control


left:  claw style knitting machine weight-hanger temple system.  above:  “Color Blanket For A Baby” by 
Lynne Greaves, originally published in Handwoven magazine May/June 1993
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